
101 Top Tips For DSLR Video: Master the Art
of Shooting Cinematic Footage
Are you ready to take your DSLR video skills to the next level? Whether you're a
beginner or an experienced filmmaker, we've got you covered with these 101 top
tips for DSLR video. From mastering exposure and composition to choosing the
right lenses and accessories, this comprehensive guide will help you capture
stunning cinematic footage that will leave your audience in awe.

1. Master your exposure

The key to capturing great video with your DSLR is understanding exposure.
Make use of the camera's histogram to ensure that your footage is neither
underexposed nor overexposed. Balancing your exposure will help you achieve
accurate colors and a professional look.

2. Shoot in manual mode

While auto mode may be convenient, shooting in manual mode gives you full
control over your settings. Experiment with different combinations of aperture,
shutter speed, and ISO to achieve the desired look for your video. Manual mode
may require a bit more effort, but the results will be worth it.
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3. Optimize your audio

Don't neglect the importance of audio in your videos. Consider investing in an
external microphone or a quality audio recorder to capture clear and crisp sound.
Poor audio can ruin an otherwise great video, so be sure to pay attention to this
aspect.

4. Use a tripod or stabilizer

To avoid shaky footage, always use a tripod or stabilizer when shooting. This will
help you achieve smooth and professional-looking shots. If you're shooting
handheld, try using a shoulder rig or gimbal for added stability.

5. Experiment with different lenses

One of the advantages of DSLR video is the ability to swap lenses. Each lens
offers a unique perspective, so don't be afraid to experiment. Wide-angle lenses
are great for capturing landscapes, while telephoto lenses are ideal for close-ups
and detail shots.

6. Understand focal length and depth of field

Familiarize yourself with the concepts of focal length and depth of field. These
two elements have a significant impact on the look and feel of your video. A
shallow depth of field can create a cinematic look by isolating your subject, while
a wide depth of field is useful for capturing landscapes.

7. Incorporate movement into your shots

Add visual interest to your videos by incorporating movement. Use techniques
such as panning, tracking, or sliding to create dynamic shots. Movement adds a
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sense of energy and keeps your viewers engaged.

8. Shoot in different frame rates

Experiment with different frame rates to achieve various effects. Shooting at a
higher frame rate can result in smooth slow-motion footage, while lower frame
rates create a more cinematic look. Try shooting at 24fps for a film-like
appearance.

9. Use natural lighting whenever possible

Natural lighting can add a beautiful and organic feel to your videos. Whenever
possible, shoot outdoors or near windows to take advantage of natural light.
Avoid harsh sunlight by shooting during the golden hour, which occurs during the
first and last hours of sunlight each day.

10. Don't forget about post-production

Post-production is just as important as the actual filming. Take the time to edit
your footage, color grade it, and add any necessary effects. Software such as
Adobe Premiere Pro or Final Cut Pro will help you bring your vision to life.

11. Use proper white balance

Adjusting the white balance is crucial for achieving accurate colors in your video.
Different lighting conditions require different white balance settings. You can
either set it manually or use the camera's auto white balance function.

12. Plan your shots in advance

Before you start shooting, plan out your shots in advance. Visualize the scenes
you want to capture and create a shot list. This will ensure that you stay
organized and don't miss any important shots.



13. Add keyframes for smooth transitions

To achieve smooth transitions between shots, make use of keyframes. Keyframes
enable you to adjust parameters such as opacity, position, or scale over time.
This technique will give your video a polished and professional look.

14. Utilize the rule of thirds

The rule of thirds is a basic composition technique that helps create visually
pleasing shots. Imagine dividing the frame into nine equal parts using two
horizontal and two vertical lines. Place your subject or points of interest along
these lines or at their intersections for a balanced composition.

15. Invest in quality lenses

A good lens can make a world of difference in the quality of your footage. While
DSLR bodies can be upgraded over time, lenses tend to retain their value. Invest
in high-quality lenses that suit your style and needs.

16. Use neutral density filters for long exposures

Neutral density (ND) filters are essential for shooting long exposures during
daytime. These filters reduce the amount of light entering the lens, allowing you
to use slower shutter speeds. ND filters are especially useful when shooting
waterfalls, landscapes, or any scenes that require a smooth and dreamy effect.

17. Incorporate movement in your storytelling

Every shot should serve a purpose and contribute to your storytelling. Use
movement, whether it's camera movement or subject movement, to enhance the
narrative and engage your audience. A static video can feel stagnant, while
movement adds interest and emotion.

18. Keep your camera steady during zooming



When zooming in or out, make sure to keep your camera steady. Sudden
movements can be jarring and distract from the main subject. Use a tripod or
hand grip to maintain stability during zooming.

19. Use manual focus for precise control

While autofocus can be useful in certain situations, manual focus gives you more
control over the focus point. With manual focus, you can achieve precise focusing
on your subject, especially in low-light conditions or when shooting with a shallow
depth of field.

20. Experiment with different camera angles

Don't be afraid to get creative with your camera angles. Try shooting from high or
low angles, or use unconventional perspectives to add intrigue to your footage.
Changing the camera angle can completely transform the mood and impact of the
scene.

21. Focus on storytelling

Great cinematography is essential, but storytelling is equally important. Focus on
telling a compelling story through your visuals. Think about the emotions you
want to evoke and the message you want to convey. A strong story will captivate
your audience and leave a lasting impression.

22. Pay attention to framing

Proper framing is crucial for creating visually appealing shots. Be mindful of what
is included and excluded from the frame, and how elements are placed within it.
Compose your shots to guide the viewer's eyes and create a sense of balance.

23. Be patient and persistent



Creating cinematic DSLR videos takes time and practice. Be patient and
persistent in your journey to master the craft. Learn from your mistakes, analyze
your footage, and continually strive to improve.

24. Use sliders for dynamic tracking shots

If you want to take your tracking shots to the next level, consider investing in a
camera slider. Sliders allow for smooth and dynamic movements that can add a
cinematic touch to your videos. Experiment with different speeds and angles to
create visually stunning tracking shots.

25. Shoot in RAW format

Whenever possible, shoot in RAW format rather than JPEG. RAW files retain
more information and offer greater flexibility in post-processing. This allows you to
make more precise adjustments to exposure, white balance, and color grading
without sacrificing quality.

26. Use graded picture profiles

Many DSLR cameras offer picture profiles that allow for different color grading
options. Experiment with these profiles to achieve the desired look for your
videos. Graded picture profiles can give your footage a cinematic feel straight out
of the camera.

27. Create a shot sequence

When editing your footage, consider the flow and continuity of your shots. Create
a shot sequence that keeps the viewer engaged and tells a cohesive story.
Transition smoothly between shots to maintain the rhythm of your video.

28. Consider your audio environment



Pay attention to your audio environment when filming. Avoid noisy locations or
use external microphones to capture clear sound. Background noise can be
distracting, so choose a quiet location for interviews or dialogue scenes.

29. Use slow-motion for dramatic effect

Slow-motion footage can add drama and impact to your videos. Consider using it
for action sequences or visually captivating moments. Remember to shoot at
higher frame rates and adjust the playback speed in post-production to achieve
smooth slow motion.

30. Enhance your footage with B-roll

B-roll footage provides additional context and visual interest to your videos.
Capture supplementary shots that complement your main footage. B-roll can
include close-ups, details, or establishing shots that help tell the story in a more
engaging way.

31. Experiment with different shutter angles

Shutter angle refers to the angle of the camera's shutter as it opens and closes.
Changing the shutter angle can alter the amount of motion blur in your footage.
Higher shutter angles create a crisper look, while lower shutter angles introduce
motion blur, which can be useful for capturing fast-paced action.

32. Find inspiration from other filmmakers

Watch films and videos from other filmmakers to gain inspiration and learn new
techniques. Pay attention to framing, composition, and camera movements.
Analyze how different shots contribute to the overall visual storytelling.

33. Use LED panels for versatile lighting



LED panels are a versatile lighting solution for your DSLR video. They offer
adjustable brightness and color temperature, allowing you to create the desired
atmosphere for your scenes. LED panels are portable, lightweight, and can be
used in various shooting environments.

34. Create depth with foreground elements

Add depth to your shots by including foreground elements. This could be objects,
people, or even natural elements such as vegetation. Foreground elements
create a sense of depth and draw the viewer's eye into the frame.

35. Take advantage of post-production plugins

Post-production plugins can enhance your footage and speed up your editing
workflow. Plugins like Magic Bullet Looks or FilmConvert offer various presets
and adjustments to help you achieve specific looks and styles. Explore different
plugins and find the ones that suit your creative vision.

36. Shoot with a fast memory card

A fast memory card is essential for shooting high-quality video with your DSLR. It
ensures that your camera can write data quickly, avoiding potential issues such
as dropped frames or recording limitations. Invest in a reliable and fast memory
card to ensure smooth recording.

37. Use the right camera settings for your project

Consider the specific requirements of your project when choosing camera
settings. Different projects may require different settings, such as frame rate,
resolution, or video format. Customize your camera settings to match your
project's needs.

38. Edit your videos with intention



When editing your footage, make deliberate choices that contribute to the overall
storytelling. Cut out unnecessary footage, use transitions strategically, and
ensure that every frame serves a purpose. Editing is where you bring the
narrative together and create a final product that resonates with your audience.

39. Tell a visual story through color

Color grading plays a significant role in creating the visual aesthetics of your
video. Experiment with different color palettes to convey specific moods or
emotions. Warm colors can evoke happiness or nostalgia, while cool colors can
create a sense of tranquility or mystery.

40. Capture authentic moments

Sometimes the best shots are the ones that happen spontaneously. Allow room
for spontaneity during your shoots and capture authentic moments. Candid
footage can add a genuine and emotional touch to your videos.

41. Use a follow focus for precise focusing

When shooting scenes that require precise focusing, such as interviews or close-
ups, use a follow focus. A follow focus allows for smooth and accurate focus
pulling, ensuring that your subject remains in sharp focus throughout the shot.

42. Use camera motion to create emotion

Camera motion can evoke different emotions in your audience. A steady and
stable shot can convey a sense of calmness, while handheld or shaky shots can
create tension or excitement. Experiment with different camera movements to
enhance the emotional impact of your scenes.

43. Experiment with different aspect ratios



Consider using different aspect ratios to enhance the visual storytelling of your
videos. Wide aspect ratios like 2.39:1 can create a cinematic look, while square
or vertical aspect ratios can be suitable for specific platforms or social media
posts.

44. Build a solid foundation with the basics

Before diving into advanced techniques, ensure you have a solid understanding
of the basics. Master the fundamentals of exposure, composition, and camera
operation. A strong foundation will make it easier to grasp more complex
concepts and techniques.

45. Capture unique perspectives

Don't be afraid to get out of your comfort zone and capture unique perspectives.
Look for interesting angles or vantage points that others may overlook. A different
perspective can add a fresh and captivating element to your footage.

46. Use external monitors for accurate framing

While the camera's built-in screen is useful, using an external monitor allows for
more accurate framing. An external monitor provides a larger and more detailed
view of your footage, helping you ensure that your shots are properly composed.

47. Evaluate and learn from your footage

Take the time to review and evaluate your footage after each shoot. Analyze what
worked well and what can be improved. Learning from your mistakes and
successes will help you grow as a DSLR videographer.

48. Create a visual shot list

When planning your shots, create a visual shot list that includes reference images
or sketches. A visual shot list allows you to communicate your vision more



effectively and helps ensure that you capture all the necessary shots.

49. Work with talented collaborators

Collaborating with talented individuals can elevate your DSLR video projects.
Seek out other creatives, such as actors, directors, or cinematographers, who
share your passion and vision. Working with a team can bring fresh perspectives
and ideas to the table.

50. Use a matte box for light control

A matte box is a useful accessory for controlling light and reducing lens flares. It
helps prevent unwanted light from entering the lens and allows for the use of
filters, such as ND or polarizing filters. Invest in a matte box to improve the quality
of your footage.

51. Control your camera movements with a remote

When filming certain shots, such as timelapses or self-portraits, using a remote
control can be incredibly useful. A remote control allows you to trigger the camera
without touching it, ensuring stable shots and minimizing the risk of camera
shake.

52. Make use of natural movement

Natural movement can enhance the authenticity of your footage. Instead of
panning or moving too mechanically, embrace the natural movements of your
subjects or the environment. This can add a more organic and genuine feel to
your videos.

53. Experiment with different color palettes

Color palettes play a crucial role in setting the mood and atmosphere of your
videos. Experiment with different color combinations and explore various color



grading techniques. Find the palettes that best complement your story and evoke
the emotions you desire.

54. Don't overlook the importance of pre-production

Pre-production is just as important as the actual filming. Take the time to plan
your shoots, scout locations, and gather the necessary equipment. A well-
prepared shoot will save time and ensure a smoother production process.

55. Use natural framing elements

Take advantage of natural framing elements in your environment. This could be a
doorway, window, or branches of a tree. Framing your subject within these
elements adds depth and visual interest to your shots.

56. Capture the details

Details can add depth and richness to your videos. Don't focus solely on
capturing wide shots; pay attention to the small details that help tell the story.
Close-ups of objects or gestures can reveal emotions and add a layer of intimacy
to your footage.

57. Understand the rule of thumb for shutter speed

A general rule of thumb for determining the appropriate shutter speed is to double
your frame rate. For example, if you're shooting at 24fps, aim for a shutter speed
of 1/48th of a second. This will result in natural-looking motion blur.

58. Use the "magic hour" for stunning lighting

The "magic hour," also known as the golden hour, refers to the period shortly after
sunrise or before sunset. The lighting during this time is soft and warm, creating a
cinematic and magical atmosphere. Take advantage of this lighting for
breathtaking shots.



59. Embrace negative space

Negative space refers to the empty or unoccupied areas in your shots. Embracing
negative space can create a sense of simplicity, minimalism, and focus on the
subject. Use negative space intentionally to guide the viewer's attention and
create impactful compositions.

60. Use wide-angle lenses for epic landscapes

Wide-angle lenses are perfect for capturing expansive landscapes. They allow
you to include more elements in the frame, creating a sense of scale and
grandeur. Experiment with different compositions and focal lengths to find
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including a TV advertisement and a music video, 101 Top Tips for DSLR Video
provides invaluable guidance for any budding filmmakers.
Top Tips for DSLR Video also includes four case studies from real-world
professional projects, including a TV advertisement and a music video. Taking
you all the way from understanding and choosing the technology, to planning,
shooting, editing, and finally publishing your movie, this book contains everything
you really need to know about making video with your digital SLR camera.
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